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Imagining Alexandria
A heartbreaking story of love, loss and survival from the multi-million copy bestselling author of Captain Corelli’s Mandolin.
Returning from life as a fighter pilot in the First World War, Daniel is struggling to put the trauma of the Western Front
behind him. As the 1920s dawn, he and his wife Rosie move to a tea plantation in Ceylon with their small daughter to make
a fresh start. Yet navigating their new world could test their marriage to its limits. Back in England, Rosie's sisters are
dealing with impossible challenges in their searches for family, purpose and happiness. These are precarious times, and
taking unconventional means may be the only way to get what they want. Around them the world changes, and events in
Germany take a dark and forbidding turn. And soon there is no going back

Senor Vivo & The Coca Lord
Extravagant, inventive, emotionally sweeping, Corelli's Mandolin is the story of a timeless place that one day wakes up to
find itself in the jaws of history. The place is the Greek island of Cephallonia, where gods once dabbled in the affairs of men
and the local saint periodically rises from his sarcophagus to cure the mad. Then the tide of World War II rolls onto the
island's shores in the form of the conquering Italian army. Caught in the occupation are Pelagia, a willful, beautiful young
woman, and the two suitors vying for her love: Mandras, a gentle fisherman turned ruthless guerilla, and the charming,
mandolin-playing Captain Corelli, a reluctant officer of the Italian garrison on the island. Rich with loyalties and betrayals,
and set against a landscape where the factual blends seamlessly with the fantastic, Corelli's Mandolin is a passionate novel
as rich in ideas as it is genuinely moving. From the Trade Paperback edition.
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Rewriting the Hero and the Quest
The idyllic world of the Greek island of Cephallonia is forever changed by the inexorable changes of World War II, as the
inhabitants struggle to cope with the Axis invasion and occupation. 25,000 first printing.

Günter Weber's Confession
Dionisio Vivo, a South American lecturer in philosophy, is puzzled by the hideously mutilated corpses that keep turning up
outside his front door. To his friend, Ramon, one of the few honest policemen in town, the message is all too clear:
Dionisio's letters to the press, exposing the drug barons, must stop; and although Dionisio manages to escape the hit-men
sent to get him, he soon realises that others are more vulnerable, and his love for them leads him to take a colossal
revenge.

Captain Corelli's Mandolin
As the world around it marches forward, the bucolic English village of Notwithstanding remains unchanged. It is, as it always
has been, a place of pubs and cricket pitches, where local eccentrics—a retired colonel who has eschewed clothes, a
spiritualist living with the ghost of her husband, and a dog named Archibald Scott-Moncrieff—almost fit in. In this
delightfully evocative collection of stories, in which a young couple falls in and out of love by letter alone, an eleven-yearold boy battles a monstrous fish, and a man of the cloth has a premonition of death, Louis de Bernières conjures up a rural
idyll long since forgotten. Funny, bittersweet, and deeply felt, Notwithstanding is the bestselling author of Corelli’s Mandolin
at his most enchanting.

Calamities
Reproduction of the original: Ardath by Marie Corelli

Birds Without Wings
Of Love and Desire is a rich collection of love poems from Louis de Bernières, written over a lifetime, and capturing its many
forms – from rapture, infatuation, urgency, to sorrow, heartache and disillusion. Poetry was de Bernières’ first and greatest
literary love, a passion evident in the musicality and emotion of his poems, which are full of stories and the truth of lived
experience. This, his second collection, bears the mark of many influences, from the classical Persian poets, to Neruda, to
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Quintus Smyrnaeus, to Brian Patten. Beautifully illustrated by Donald Sammut, this is an indispensable companion on the
lover’s journey.

Captain Corelli's Mandolin
Birds Without Wings traces the fortunes of one small community in southwest Turkey (Anatolia) in the early part of the last
century—a quirky community in which Christian and Muslim lives and traditions have co-existed peacefully over the
centuries and where friendship, even love, has transcended religious differences. But with the disintegration of the Ottoman
Empire and the onset of the Great War, the sweep of history has a cataclysmic effect on this peaceful place: The great love
of Philothei, a Christian girl of legendary beauty, and Ibrahim, a Muslim shepherd who courts her from near infancy,
culminates in tragedy and madness; Two inseparable childhood friends who grow up playing in the hills above the town
suddenly find themselves on opposite sides of the bloody struggle; and Rustem Bey, a wealthy landlord, who has an
enchanting mistress who is not what she seems. Far away from these small lives, a man of destiny who will come to be
known as Mustafa Kemal Atatürk is emerging to create a country from the ruins of an empire. Victory at Gallipoli fails to
save the Ottomans from ultimate defeat and, as a new conflict arises, Muslims and Christians struggle to survive, let alone
understand, their part in the great tragedy that will reshape the whole region forever. From the Hardcover edition.

Of Love and Desire
A beautiful collection of poems from bestselling author Louis de Bernières. From the very start of his writing career Louis de
Bernières has loved poetry. Here the author of the much-loved Captain Corelli’s Mandolin returns to this first love with his
third collection. The Cat in the Treble Clef focuses on family and the connections we make, and break, with other people.
There are moving poems to and about his family: his great grandmother, his mother and father and his children. There are
poems about places near and far, about the passing of time, music and about love in its various forms. In this collection, de
Bernières shares his passion with his readers, in a beautifully illustrated gift edition.

The Heart of the World
It is 1941 and Captain Antonio Corelli, a young Italian officer, is posted to the Greek island of Cephallonia as part of the
occupying forces. Ostracised at first, he proves in time to be peace-loving, humorous - and a consummate musician. A
burgeoning love with the local doctor's daughter, whose letters to her fiancé - and members of the underground - go
unanswered, seems inevitable. But can it survive as a war of bestial savagery gets closer and the lines are drawn between
invader and defender?
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The White Flag
'The kind of book that changes readers for the better' Guardian When a family tragedy means Mick is sent to the outback to
live with his Granpa, it looks as if he has a lonely life ahead of him. The cattle station is a tough place for a child, where
nature is brutal and the men must work hard in the heat and dust. However, after a cyclone hits, things change for Mick.
Exploring the floodwaters, he finds a lost puppy covered in mud and half-drowned. Mick and his dog immediately become
inseparable as they take on the adventures offered by their unusual home, and the business of growing up, together. In this
charming prequel to the much-loved Red Dog, Louis de Bernières tells the moving story of a young boy and his Granpa, and
the charismatic and entertaining dog who so many readers hold close to their hearts.

The War of Don Emmanuel's Nether Parts
The stage debut for the legendary detective John Rebus in this brand new, original story by Ian Rankin, written alongside
the award-winning playwright Rona Munro. John Rebus is not as young as he was, but his detective instincts have never left
him. And after the daughter of a murder victim turns up outside his flat, he's going to need them at their sharpest. Enlisting
the help of his old friend DI Siobhan Clarke, Rebus is determined to solve this cold case once and for all. But Clarke has
problems of her own, problems that will put her at odds with her long-time mentor and push him into seeking help from his
age-old adversary: 'Big Ger' Cafferty. This haunting story takes Rebus to places he has never been before, sets him and his
long-time foe on a collision course and takes us deeper into one of the most satisfying conflicts in modern fiction. Featuring
an introduction from Rankin himself, a Q&A between writers Ian and Rona, an interview with the director, and behind-thescenes production materials, this book is one Rebus fans will not want to miss out on.

Frozen
From the acclaimed author of Corelli’s Mandolin, here is a sumptuous, sweeping, powerfully moving new novel about a
British family whose lives and loves are indelibly shaped by the horrors of World War I and the hopes for its aftermath. In
the brief golden years of the Edwardian era the McCosh sisters—Christabel, Ottilie, Rosie and Sophie—grow up in an idyllic
household in the countryside south of London. On one side, their neighbors are the proper Pendennis family, recently
arrived from Baltimore, whose close-in-age boys—Sidney, Albert and Ashbridge—shake their father’s hand at breakfast and
address him as “sir.” On the other side is the Pitt family: a “resolutely French” mother, a former navy captain father, and
two brothers, Archie and Daniel, who are clearly “going to grow up into a pair of daredevils and adventurers.” In childhood
this band is inseparable, but the days of careless camaraderie are brought to an abrupt halt by the outbreak of The Great
War, in which everyone will play a part. All three Pendennis brothers fight in the hellish trenches at the front; Daniel Pitt
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becomes an ace fighter pilot with his daredevil tendencies intact; Rosie and Ottilie McCosh volunteer in the hospitals, where
women serve with as much passion and nearly as much hardship as the men at the front; Christabel McCosh becomes one
of the squad of photographers sending “snaps” of their loved ones at home to the soldiers; and Sophie McCosh drives for
the RAF in France. In the aftermath of the war, as “the universal joy and relief were beginning to be tempered by . . . an
atmosphere of uncertainty,” everyone must contend with the modern world that is slowly emerging from the ashes of the
old. A wholly immersive novel about a particular time and place, The Dust That Falls from Dreams also illuminates the
timeless ways in which men and women carry profound loss alongside indelible hope.

Labels and Other Stories
No reader, regardless of age, will fail to be captivated by this charming story of a legendary dog, in Louis de Bernières’
Canadian publishing debut. “In early 1998 I went to Perth in Western Australia in order to attend the literature festival, and
part of the arrangement was that I should go to Karratha to do their first ever literary dinner. Karratha is a mining town a
long way farther north. The landscape is extraordinary, being composed of vast heaps of dark red earth and rock poking out
of the never-ending bush. I imagine that Mars must have a similar feel to it. “I went exploring and discovered the bronze
statue to Red Dog outside the town of Dampier. I felt straight away that I had to find out more about this splendid dog. “A
few months later I returned to Western Australia and spent two glorious weeks driving around collecting Red Dog stories
and visiting the places that he knew, writing up the text as I went along. I hope my cat never finds out that I have written a
story to celebrate the life of a dog.” – Louis de Bernières From the Hardcover edition.

Corelli's Mandolin
Profiles the finest British poets, novelists, playwrights, essayists, and other writers of the 19th, 20th, and 21st centuries,
including essential details about the author's life and work and suggestions for further reading. Writers from Ireland and
nations of the British Commonwealth are also included.

So Much Life Left Over
One evening, ten-year-old Rhona goes missing. Her mother, Nancy, retreats into a state of frozen hope. Agnetha, an
academic, comes to England to research a thesis entitled "Serial Killings: A Forgivable Act?" Then there's Ralph, a loner with
a bit of a record who's looking for some distraction . . . Drawn together by horrific circumstances, these three embark upon
a long, dark journey that finally curves upward into the light.
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Ionian Storms
Hektor’s life of privilege is forever changed when a man, allegedly possessed by the sun god, inspires revolution among the
oppressed townspeople of Wilusa – the historical Troy of myth. For Hektor, son of Bronze Age Wilusa’s despotic ruler, social
equality contradicts every principle he has been indoctrinated into believing. But his principles and obsession with duty is
alienating him from his young son, Hapi, with whom he has a fractured relationship. When the ‘possessed’ man saves
Hapi’s life, Hektor is compelled to question the foundations upon which his father has constructed his life as he rebuilds his
relationship with his child through the breaking of a foal. Wilusa collapses into political violence as the commoners rise up,
and Hektor must decide whether to defend the people, but lose his identity, or remain loyal to an irrational, dangerous
father. Breaking the Foals is a breathless gallop through an ancient world carved out by tradition, stained with blood and
immortalised in the lives of heroes and villains.

Ardath
This limited edition of Labels, Louis de Bernières' quirkily affectionate short story debut, is being re-released as a facsimile
edition to celebrate Hardie Grant's 20th anniversary. The debut publication for Hardie Grant Books 20 years ago, it is a tale
of obsession, with tender moments and gristly bits, that will delight cooks, collectors and cat-lovers anew, and teach public
inspectors a thing or two.

The Troublesome Offspring of Cardinal Guzman
During WW2, two former allies, the Germans and the Italians, fought a little-known, mini-war on the island of Cephalonia,
with tragic consequences for the local inhabitants and catastrophic ones for the Italians. The period of foreign occupation
was followed by bitter civil strife which lasted a good seven years. And then, as the Cephalonians had, at last, started to
rebuild their lives, the earthquakes of 1953 destroyed not just their towns and villages, but the very cultural fibre of their
society. The story runs in parallel to the active involvement, during this entire period, of a remarkable woman, who had
landed on Cephalonia in the middle of the war, armed only with her violin. The narration, which makes liberal use of her
witty diaries, follows her as she experienced, and empathized with, the plight of the common people and, through her direct
actions, became for many a beacon of hope and a safe haven.

Encyclopedia of British Writers, 1800 to the Present
Louis de Bernières is the master of historical fiction which makes you both laugh and cry. This book follows an unforgettable
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family after the Second World War. Daniel Pitt was an RAF fighter in the First World War and an espionage agent for the
SOE in the Second. Now the conflicts he faces are closer to home. Daniel's marriage has fractured beyond repair and
Daniel's relationship with his son, Bertie, has been a failure since Bertie was a small boy. But after his brother Archie's
death, Daniel is keen for new perspectives. He first travels to Peshawar to bury Archie in the place he loved best, and then
finds himself in Canada, avoiding his family and friends back in England. But some bonds are hard to break. Daniel and
Bertie's different experiences of war, although devastating, also bring with them the opportunity for the two to reconnect. If
only they can find a way to move on from the past. Louis de Bernieres' new novel is a moving account of an extraordinary
life in extraordinary times. Daniel is a flawed but captivating hero, and this coming-of-old-age story illuminates both the
effect of two World Wars on a generation and the irrepressible spirit and love that can connect people despite great
obstacles.

Notwithstanding
This is a great love story set in the tragedy of war. It is 1941. The Italian officer, Captain Corelli, falls in love with Pelagia, a
young Greek girl. But Pelegia's fiancé is fighting the Italian army

Corelli's Mandolin
With the same ebullient storytelling, luxuriant prose, and irrepressible eroticism he brought to The War of Don Emmanuel s
Nether Parts and Señor Vivo and the Coca Lord, Louis de Bernières continues his chronicle of Cochadebajo, the Andean
village where macho philosophers, defrocked priests, and reformed (though hardly inactive) prostitutes cohabit in cheerful
anarchy. But this unruly utopia is imperiled when the demon-harried Cardinal Guzman decides to inaugurate a new
Inquisition, with Cochadebajo as its ultimate target. On his side, the Cardinal has an army of fanatics who are all too willing
to destroy bodies in order to save souls. The Cochadebajeros have precious little ammunition, unless you count chef
Dolores's incendiary Chicken of a True Man, and a civil defense that deems nothing more crucial than the act of love. Part
epic, part farce, The Troublesome Offspring of Cardinal Guzman confirms de Bernières's reputation as England's answer to
Gabriel García Márquez.

Station Jim
Although Louis de Bernieres is a famous and important contemporary novelist, and his work &ltI>Captain Corelli's Mandolin
has been translated and sold all over the world as a best-seller, there are few academic studies that focus methodologically
and theoretically on it. The book attempts to partially overcome this handicap by focusing on various thematic and
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structural aspects which have been practically ignored so far by this line of criticism. It targets experts and students in
literary studies whose concerns are ancient myths and their contemporary revival and reimagining, and who are familiar
with goals and methods of myth criticism and archetypal critical discourse, and especially with their current postmodern
and postmodernist perspectives."

Captain Corelli's Mandolin
A tragicomedy on a Greek island during World War II. The hero is Antonio Corelli, a mandolin-playing captain of the
occupying Italian army, the heroine is Pelagia Iannis, daughter of a local doctor, who is engaged to a Greek resistance
leader, Corelli's enemy. The novel follows their adventures as Italy switches sides, the Germans invade and the war turns
into a free for all.

Blue Dog
For study or revision, these guides are the perfect accompaniment to the set text, providing invaluable background and
exam advice. Offering succinct and accessible coverage of all the key aspects of the set text, including contexts,
interpretations and controversies, each guide comprises three sections: an Introduction, which outlines the aims of the
guide, the relevant exam board specification and Assessment Objectives Text Guidance, which gives coverage of key
aspects of the text Questions and Answers, which focuses on the various types of essay questions and offers specimen
plans and sample answers, together with mark schemes

Captain Corelli's Mandolin
"Passionate and emotional story of an Italian looking for his father who died on the island of Kefalonia during the Second
World War. Intense journey in search of the why of one of the blackest pages in history."--Goodreads

The Cat in the Treble Clef
A heartwarming tale about a mischievous dog who works on the steam trains. Beautifully illustrated, it is the perfect gift.
One day in autumn, in the days when all the trains were driven by steam, a railway guard found something abandoned on a
train Mr Ginger Leghorn is used to collecting up umbrellas and other lost property but he’s never found an abandoned
puppy on his train before. He has no intention of keeping it but his five children - Alfie, Arthur, Beryl, Sissy and Albert – have
other ideas and Jim is soon a much-loved, but often disruptive, member of the family. Whether it’s his feud with the cat,
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getting stuck in rabbit-holes, accidentally going to sea, accompanying the children to school or carol singing at Christmas,
Jim has a knack of making himself the centre of attention. This little black and tan puppy with its small bright eyes and very
waggy rump becomes something of a hero in his town, and even catches the eye of the King himself. Station Jim is a story
for both children and adults and includes delightful pictures by celebrated illustrator Emma Chichester Clark.

The Autumn of the Ace
Poetry was Louis de Bernières’ first literary love and Imagining Alexandria is his debut poetry collection. Here the author of
the much-loved Captain Corelli’s Mandolin returns us to the vivid Mediterranean landscape of his fiction. De Bernières was
introduced to Greek poetry while in Corfu in 1983, and since then he has always travelled with a book of Cavafy's poetry in
his pocket. Not surprisingly, his own poems about the distant past, the erotic and the philosophical owe much to the
influence of the great Alexandrian poet. Beautifully illustrated with line drawings by Donald Sammut, this is a collection rich
in sensuality, nostalgia, and music.

Breaking The Foals
Captain Corelli's Mandolin
WINNER of the 2017 Firecracker Award for Nonfiction from CLMP A collection of linked essays concerned with the life and
mind of the writer by one of the most original voices in contemporary literature. Each essay takes a day as its point of
inquiry, observing the body as it moves through time, architecture, and space, gradually demanding a new logic and level
of consciousness from the narrator and reader.

Captain Corelli's Island
Captain Corelli's Mandolin, Louis de Bernières
This rambunctious first novel by the author of the bestselling Corelli's Mandolin is set in an impoverished, violent, yet
ravishingly beautiful country somewhere in South America. When the haughty Dona Constanza decides to divert a river to
fill her swimming pool, the consequences are at once tragic, heroic, and outrageously funny. "Walks a precarious edge
between slapstick and pathos, never once losing its balance."--Washington Post Book World.
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The Dust That Falls from Dreams
"The history of Broadway has been written before, but never better.The verbal energy that pours off these pages is enough
to transform the hell ofTimes Square into a rough-hewn heaven, neon lit and open all night.The only thing wrong with this
book is it isn't longer." —NEWSWEEK Nik Cohn ushers readers along the street he calls "The Heart of the World." producing
a book that is a resplendent pageant of New York's high-and low-life. Among the characters we meet are a golden-tongued
cab driver who calls himself a "collector of farces"; a pickpocket with the terrifying gift of impersonating his marks; a
heartbreakingly beautiful Dominican tranvestite named Lush Life; strippers; pseudo-prophets; and a disgraced political
veteran of the days when the graft was still honest. Conducted by a writer with the manic energy of a sideshow barker and
the full-blooded lyricism of a raucous poet, this is a bebop odyssey along the Great White Way that reaches in implication
far beyond the streets of New York to document the ever-evolving mixtures that make up America itself. "A lovely, bracing
book, full to bursting with juicy, tasty, rancid life. While making its bawdy way through crowded spaces it also travels
through modern times wondrous." —USA TODAY

Rebus: Long Shadows
A fascinating novel about three men out from three worlds. Mfundo the musician and dad, Mzi - gay, but married, and
Tinyae â€“ a displaced Zimbabwean in South Africa. Modern chick-lit from an author named one of South Africaâ€™s
â€˜Phenomenal Womenâ€™.

Labels
The beloved, life-affirming international bestseller which has sold over 5 million copies worldwide - now a major film starring
Lily James, Matthew Goode, Jessica Brown Findlay, Tom Courtenay and Penelope Wilton To give them hope she must tell
their story. It's 1946. The war is over, and Juliet Ashton has writer's block. But when she receives a letter from Dawsey
Adams of Guernsey – a total stranger living halfway across the Channel, who has come across her name written in a second
hand book – she enters into a correspondence with him, and in time with all the members of the extraordinary Guernsey
Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society. Through their letters, the society tell Juliet about life on the island, their love of books –
and the long shadow cast by their time living under German occupation. Drawn into their irresistible world, Juliet sets sail
for the island, changing her life forever.

Men of the South
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The well-loved, bestselling story of love, history and heroism. THE MULTIMILLION COPY BESTSELLER. It is 1941 and Captain
Antonio Corelli, a young Italian officer, is posted to the Greek island of Cephallonia as part of the occupying forces. At first
he is ostracised by the locals, but as a conscientious but far from fanatical soldier, whose main aim is to have a peaceful
war, he proves in time to be civilised, humorous -- and a consumate musician. When the local doctor's daughter's letters to
her fiancé -- and members of the underground -- go unanswered, the working of the eternal triangle seems inevitable. But
can this fragile love survive as a war of bestial savagery gets closer and the lines are drawn between invader and defender?

Captain Corelli's mandolin and the Latin trilogy
The island of Cephallonia is now familiar as the setting of the novel Captain Corelli's Mandolin. This book explores the
turbulent history of the island, focusing on the World War II years of Italian occupation, as well as telling the behind-thescenes story of how the film version was made. The filmmakers have added their own visions, carefully explained here in an
official companion to the movie, and de Bernieres' introduction shows how he anticipated that. All he could do to ensure
respectful treatment of his novel was insist it should not be sold to Hollywood. The history of the filming is itself
fascinating—the search for the cast, the locations, even the guns for the battle sequences. Film journalist Steve Clark has
done a good job here, aided and abetted by the stunning Greek island setting and ample action and character stills from
the film.

Red Dog
Captain Corelli's Island: Cephallonia is a book for all who are drawn to the islands of Greece. Recalling the hypnotic detail of
Louis de Bernière's novel, Corelli's Mandolin, Andy Harris highlights the history and appeal of Cephallonia, the novel's
setting, while Terry Harris' color-saturated photos display the sun-kissed terrain—from the mountains where the partisans
hid to the ocean where fishermen still spend their days. The ambience of the island—sun, sea, light, food and drink, and
festivals—as well as its people, are artfully captured in image and word. It is a fine companion for admirers of the novel as
well as visitors to the Greek Isles.

The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society
In luminous prose, award-winning author Yiyun Li weaves together the lives of unforgettable characters who are forced to
make moral choices, and choices for survival, in China in the late 1970s. Shortlisted for the 2011 International IMPAC Dublin
Literary Award Morning dawns on the provincial city of Muddy River. A young woman, Gu Shan, a bold spirit and a follower
of Chairman Mao, has renounced her faith in Communism. Now a political prisoner, she is to be executed for her dissent.
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Her distraught mother, determined to follow the custom of burning her only child’s clothing to ease her journey into the
next world, is about to make another bold decision. Shan’s father, Teacher Gu, who has already, in his heart and mind,
buried his rebellious daughter, begins to retreat into memories. Neither of them imagines that their daughter’s death will
have profound and far-reaching effects, in Muddy River and beyond. In luminous prose, Yiyun Li weaves together the lives
of these and other unforgettable characters, including a serious seven-year-old boy, Tong; a crippled girl named Nini; the
sinister idler Bashi; and Kai, a beautiful radio news announcer who is married to a man from a powerful family. Life in a
world of oppression and pain is portrayed through stories of resilience, sacrifice, perversion, courage, and belief. We read of
delicate moments and acts of violence by mothers, sons, husbands, neighbors, wives, lovers, and more, as Gu Shan’s
execution spurs a brutal government reaction. Writing with profound emotion, and in the superb tradition of fiction by such
writers as Orhan Pamuk and J. M. Coetzee, Yiyun Li gives us a stunning novel that is at once a picture of life in a special part
of the world during a historic period, a universal portrait of human frailty and courage, and a mesmerizing work of art.
Praise for The Vagrants “She bridges our world to the Chinese world with a mind that is incredibly supple and subtle.”—W
Magazine “A Balzacian look at one community’s suppressed loves and betrayals.”—Vogue “A sweeping novel of struggle,
survival, and love in the time of oppression. . . . [an] illuminating, morally complex, and symphonic novel.”—O Magazine

The Vagrants
This collection brings together music played by Captain Corelli himself and original pieces evoking the sounds and events of
the book and of 3 earlier novels, the `Latin Trilogy', by Louis de Bernieres. Mandolin music by Beethoven and Hummel is
idiomatically arranged for piano by Richard Harris and contrasted with Neapolitan songs, folk songs from Latin America and
Greece, and music by Stephen Warbeck.
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